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The	B	Factory	Legacy
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Next	Generation	SuperKEKB+	Belle	II	with	50	ab-1	
Discover	new	physics!

KEK	(High	Energy	Accelerator	Research	Organiza6on)	

n  A	number	of	successful	achievements	
for	par6cle	physics	in	Belle+Barbar	

n  Especially,	conclusive	evidence	of	KM	
theory	and	precise	determina6on	of	
CKM	matrix	elements	
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Chapter 1

Physics Motivation

In this chapter, we give an overview of the physics
motivation for the SuperKEKB asymmetric B factory.
The overview covers the e

+

e

� environment, achieve-
ments at Belle, and the range of physics achievable at
SuperKEKB with the Belle II experiment. The Su-
perKEKB physics program is diverse, and the range of
physics topics that can be studied is very broad. This
chapter provides justifications for the design integrated
luminosity, and plans for running at di↵erent centre-of-
mass energies.

1.1 Overview

The SuperKEKB facility designed to collide electrons
and positrons at centre-of-mass energies in the regions
of the ⌥ resonances. Most of the data will be collected
at the ⌥(4S) resonance, which is just above thresh-
old for B-meson pair production where no fragmenta-
tion particles are produced. The accelerator is designed
with asymmetric beam energies to provide a boost to
the centre-of-mass system and thereby allow for time-
dependent charge-parity (CP ) symmetry violation mea-
surements. The boost is slightly less than that at KEKB,
which is advantageous for analyses with neutrinos in the
final state that require good detector hermeticity.

SuperKEKB has a design luminosity of 8 ⇥
1035cm�2s�1, about 40 times larger that of KEKB. This
luminosity will produce 5 ⇥ 1010

b, c and ⌧ pairs, at a
rate of about 10 ab�1 per year (see Table 1.1).

1.1.1 The Intensity Frontier

The Standard Model (SM) is, at the current level of ex-
perimental precision and at the energies reached so far,
is the best tested theory. Despite its tremendous success
in describing the fundamental particles and their inter-

Table 1.1: Beauty, ⌥, charm and ⌧ yields. Per year
integrals are at design luminosity and are for guidance
only.

Channel Belle BaBar Belle II (per year)
BB̄ 7.7⇥ 108 4.8⇥ 108 1.1⇥ 1010

B

(⇤)
s B̄

(⇤)
s 7.0⇥ 106 � 6.0⇥ 108

⌥(1S) 1.0⇥ 108 1.8⇥ 1011

⌥(2S) 1.7⇥ 108 0.9⇥ 107 7.0⇥ 1010

⌥(3S) 1.0⇥ 107 1.0⇥ 108 3.7⇥ 1010

⌥(5S) 3.6⇥ 107 � 3.0⇥ 109

⌧⌧ 1.0⇥ 109 0.6⇥ 109 1.0⇥ 1010

actions, excluding gravity, it does not provide answers
to many fundamental questions.

The SM does not explain why there should be only
three generations of elementary fermions and why there
is an observed hierarchy in the fermion masses. The
masses and mixing parameters of the SM bosons and
fermions are not predicted and must therefore be de-
termined experimentally. The origin of mass of funda-
mental particles is explained within the SM by spon-
taneous electroweak symmetry breaking, resulting in a
scalar particle, the Higgs boson. However, the Higgs bo-
son does not account for neutrino masses. It is also not
yet clear whether there is a only single SM Higgs boson
or whether there may be a more elaborate Higgs sector
with other Higgs-like particle as in supersymmetry or
other NP models.

Studies of symmetries have often illuminated our un-
derstanding of nature. At the cosmological scale, there
is the unresolved problem with the matter-antimatter
asymmetry in the universe. While the violation of CP

2
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* assuming 100% running at each energy
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Expected	data	sample	@	full	luminosity

Luminosity	pro]ile	of	the	next	generation	B	factory	@	KEK
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SuperKEKB luminosity projection

Goal of Be!e II/SuperKEKB

9 months/year
20 days/month
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• Assumptions:	
- same	commissioning	time	to	reach	
nominal	luminosity	as	in	KEKB	

- 9	months/year	running	
- 20	days/month
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2	⋅1034		→	8	⋅1035

5

Peter Križan, Ljubljana

Need 50x more data ÆNext generation
B-factories

40 times higher 
luminosity

������

KEKB

SuperKEKB

PEP-II
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The	“nano-beam	scheme”
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Eugenio Paoloni Pasadena  FPCP 2016

From KEKB

11 Eugenio Paoloni Pasadena  FPCP 2016

From KEKB to SuperKEKB

12

Very	focused	beams,	large	crossing	angle	(83	mrad)

A. J. Schwartz   FPCP 2014, Marseilles, France  Belle II Physics Prospects   4 

Belle II_
_

How to achieve L~1036? Super-KEKB 

(0.8-1.0) 

(0.01-0.02) 

Two options     I (current)    βy ' ' ' 'ξ ' 
  considered:     (amps)     (mm) 
 

 KEKB achieved    1.8/1.45    6.5/5.9    0.11/0.06 
 

 High current    9.4/4.1     3/6     0.3/0.51 
 

 Nano-beam     3.6/2.6     0.27/0.30   0.09/0.08 
    (Raimondi for  SuperB) chosen 

beam size:  100 µm(H) x 2 µm(V) → 10 µm(H) x 59 nm(V) 

I   ↑  x    2 
β*y  ↓ x 1/20
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KEK	&	SuperKEKB	parameters

• Lower	EHER	(RF	power)	
• Higher	ELER	(Touschek	lifetime)

7

KEKB	
Design	

KEKB	Achieved	
:	with	crab�

SuperKEKB	
Nano-Beam	�

Energy	(GeV)	(LER/HER)	 3.5/8.0� 3.5/8.0� 4.0/7.0�

βy*	(mm)� 10/10� 5.9/5.9	� 0.27/0.30�

βx*	(mm)� 330/330� 1200/1200	� 32/25�

εx	(nm)� 18/18� 18/24� 3.2/5.3�

εy	/εx		(%)� 1� 0.85/0.64� 0.27/0.24�

σy(µm)� 1.9� 0.94	� 0.048/0.062�

ξy� 0.052� 0.129/0.090		 	0.09/0.081�

σz	(mm)� 4� 6	-	7� 6/5�

Ibeam	(A)� 2.6/1.1� 1.64/1.19� 3.6/2.6�

Nbunches� 5000� 1584� 2500	

Luminosity	(1034	cm-2	s-1)� 1� 2.11	� 80�

Boost	0.42	→	0.28	
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From	KEKB	to	SuperKEKB

8

A. J. Schwartz   FPCP 2014, Marseilles, France  Belle II Physics Prospects   5 

Belle II_
_

KEKB → SuperKEKB (nano-beam) 

e- 2.6 A 

e+ 3.6 A 

To get 40x higher luminosity 

Colliding bunches 

Damping ring 

Low emittance gun 

Positron source 

New beam pipe 
& bellows 

Belle II 

New IR 

TiN-coated beam pipe 
with antechambers 

Redesign the lattices of HER & 
LER to squeeze the emittance  

Add / modify RF systems 
for higher beam current 

New positron target / 
capture section 

New superconducting /
permanent final focusing  
quads near the IP 

Low emittance 
electrons to inject 

Low emittance 
positrons to inject 

Replace short  dipoles 
with longer ones (LER) 

Grey is recycled, coloured is new
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SuperKEKB	Commissioning
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NOWFirst 
turns

Belle rolled inBeam 
studies

First 
collisions

Phase	I	(2016):	No	Belle	II,	circulate	both	beams	without	collisions	

Phase	II	(2018):	With	Belle	II	without	vertex	detector,	]irst	collisions

Belle	II	
• Guarantee	a	safe	operating	environment	for	Belle	II	

• Mitigate	beam	backgrounds	around	the	IP	

• Test	beam	abort	system	based	on	diamond	sensors	

• Collect	beam	background	data	to	validate	
background	simulations

SuperKEKB	
• Clean	beam	pipe	(vacuum	scrubbing)	

• Real-time	monitoring	of	beam	conditions	

• Tune	accelerator	optics,	collimators	etc.	

• Isolate	sources	of	beam	loss	and	collect	
data	for	simulations	used	to	improve	
performances

Commissioning	Goals
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BEAST |I - phase 1
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Beam	Exorcisms	for	A	Stable	Belle	II	Experiment

29th Rencontres de Blois, 31.05.2017Thomas Kuhr Page 4

BEAST II: Background Measurements
Beam Background Group goals for phase 

1 
• Measure BG levels near IP 

– X-rays, charged tracks, neutrons 
– online feedback to SuperKEKB 
– offline for analysis 

• Test and calibration of 
diamond sensor VXD beam 
abort 

• First measurements of 
SuperKEKB injection 
backgrounds 

• First comparison of SuperKEKB 
beam-loss simulation with 
experimental data 
 
 

March 9th, 2016 BEAST II Phase 1 25 

System Detectors 
Installed 

Unique 
Measurement 

PIN Diodes 64/64 
Neutral vs 
charged 

radiation dose 

Diamonds 4/4 
ionizing 

radiation dose 

Micro-TPCs 2/2 
fast neutron 

flux++ 

He-3 tubes 4/4 
thermal 

neutron flux 

Crystals 
6/6 CsI(Tl) 

6/6 CsI 
6/6/ LYSO 

EM energy 
spectrum 

BGO 8/8 luminosity 

“CLAWS” 
Scintillator 

8/8 
Injection 

backgrounds 

Goals
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Expected	SuperKEKB	Backgrounds
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M. Gabriel - mgabriel@mpp.mpg.de

Sources of Beam Background at SuperKEKB:

6

Touschek scattering: 
• intra-bunch scattering 

process

• dominant with highly 

compressed beams 

• 20 times higher

Beam-gas scattering: 
• Bremsstrahlung (negligible) & 

Coulomb interactions (up to 
100 times higher ) with 
residual gas atoms & 
molecules 

Synchrotron radiation: 
• emission of photons 

by charged particles 
( e+e-) when 
deflected in B-field 


Radiative Bhabha process: 
• photon emission prior or after 

Bhabha scattering

• interaction with iron in the magnets 

leads to neutron background

Two photon process: 
• very low momentum e+e- 

pairs via e+e-—>e+e-e+e-


• increased hit occupancy in 
inner detectors

Injection Background:  
• covered later in the talk

Phase 2 (collisions)

Phase 1 (no collisions)
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History	of	Phase	1	operation
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June 21: LER beam current exceeded 1 Ampere

KEKB	
LER:	540	mA	
HER:	300	mA

SuperKEKB	
LER:	820	mA	
HER:	740	mA

	First	4	months	of	beam	
commissioning

• SuperKEKB	startup	much	faster	than	KEKB	
•All	upgraded	components	worked	]ine!	
• KEKB	experience	was	key	 Y.	Funakoshi,	June	’16	B2GM
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BEAST	II	-	Phase	1
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Beam	“Scrubbing”

Gas model. Because mass spectrometers only give distribu-2103

tions of the m/z for the di↵erent gas ion fragments, any further2104

e↵ort to interpret these as gas molecule abundances already in-2105

volves an act of interpretation [61]. Some early assumption2106

about the nature of the gas are therefore required. Di-hydrogen2107

and air constituents are first added to the list of gases as the de-2108

fault hypothesis: H2, H2O, N2, O2, CO, CO2, Ar. Then, light2109

hydrocarbons are added progressively starting from CH4 un-2110

til all peaks in the spectra could be accounted for: CH4, C2H6,2111

C2H4, C3H4, C3H6, C3H8. Finally, none of these standard gases2112

predict a peak at m/z = 3 as strong as the one observed by the2113

RGAs in BEAST. Two hypotheses could explain this feature:2114

deuterium-hydrogen molecules DH and tri-hydrogen atoms H3.2115

It is worth noting that both these species are relatively exotic on2116

Earth, however the SuperKEKB vacuum chamber, with its very2117

low pressure, hydrogen-rich residual gas and high levels of ion-2118

izing and neutron radiation provides conditions favourable to2119

their creation.2120

Calculation of the proportion of each gas. The proportion of
each gas species in the residual gas is then found by calculating
the optimal proportions to explain the measured spectra in the
least-squares sense. The problem is expressed as solving

arg min
x
kAx � yk2 , x � 0 (46)

where y is a column vector of the observed relative abundances
for each m/z peak, A is a matrix whose columns each corre-
spond to the standard spectrum for a gas model constituents,
and x is a column vector of the relative proportion (in number
of molecules) of each gas in the mix. The vector of the optimal
proportions of each gas, x̂, is therefore

x̂ =
⇣
ATA
⌘�1

ATy. (47)

Calculation of an e↵ective Z for this gas mix. The gas pro-2121

portions x̂i, together with their molecular formulae, are then2122

used to calculate the number b j of atoms of element Zj by sim-2123

ply multiplying each x̂i by the number of atoms of Zj in the2124

gas molecules. Assuming that the probability of interaction be-2125

tween a beam electron and an atom Zj is proportional to Z2
j2126

— this follows the typical cross section equations for Coulomb2127

scattering and Bremsstrahlung o↵ atomic nuclei [62] — the so-2128

called e↵ective Z, Ze, is expressed as a weighted average of Z2
j .2129

D
Z2
E
=

P
j Z2

j b j
P

j b j
(48)

Ze =

q⌦
Z2↵ (49)

It is “e↵ective” in the sense that this Ze is the atomic number2130

of a pure gas that would produce the same level of beam-gas2131

interactions as the gas mix found in the vacuum chamber. This2132

number can then readily be used to scale the simulation that has2133

been generated with a single value of Z.2134

6.1.3. Vacuum scrubbing results2135

Measurement based on the dynamic pressure. Figure 74 shows2136

the evolution of the base pressure during phase 1 operation. We2137

Figure 74: Base pressure measured as a function of date. Red circles represent
LER measurements, while blue squares represent HER measurements.

see that while the HER quickly reaches the equilibrium value of2138

1 ⇥ 10�8 Pa after it was turned on in March, the LER shows no2139

appreciable asymptotic behaviour, with the minimum recorded2140

pressure varying between 1 ⇥ 10�8 Pa and 1 ⇥ 10�7 Pa. Even if2141

the daily variation is more dramatic than with the HER, the val-2142

ues remain well below the pressures observed during operation2143

which are on the order of 1 ⇥ 10�6 Pa or more during opera-2144

tion at full nominal current, so such variability should produce2145

negligible e↵ects on the dynamic pressure measurement.2146

Figure 75 shows a comparison of the two di↵erent estimates2147

for dP/dI.

Figure 75: (color online) Comparison of two methods used to estimate the dy-
namic pressure. The circles are the SuperKEKB group results, obtained using
equation (43) whereas the squares were obtained with BEAST data using equa-
tion (44). Blue points represent HER data and the red ones, LER data

2148

Both methods are in good agreement, exhibiting a power-2149

law behaviour over more than 3 decades. The slope between2150

100 A ·h and 1000 A ·h is ⌘LER = �0.9 for the LER and ⌘HER =2151

�0.6 for the HER.2152

During early commissioning, the situation is reversed with2153

the LER slope ⌘LER = �0.46 being much smaller than the HER2154

slope ⌘HER = �0.79, according to the SuperKEKB group data.2155

44

SuperKEKB	measurements	of	dP/dI	
vs	integrated	current

The BEAST data archive begins on 2015-02-15, with a LER2156

beam dose slightly above 2 A · h.2157

Finally, the result in Figure 75 shows that for operating cur-2158

rents reaching Amperes at the end of phase 1, the HER dynamic2159

pressure contribution is of comparable scale with the base pres-2160

sure. However, for the LER, the dynamic contribution domi-2161

nates the base pressure by a factor of at least 10. Should dP/dI2162

keep following the same power-law behaviour, the LER should2163

be operated for more than 1⇥104 A ·h in order for the dynamic2164

pressure to be on the same scale as the base pressure, at the2165

design 3.6 A beam current.2166

Measurement based on BEAST detectors. Figures 76 and 772167

show the scrubbing process as seen by the BEAST detectors2168

for HER and LER scrubbing processes, respectively. The same2169

general power-law dependence is observed across all detectors.2170

For the HER scrubbing shown in Figure 76, LYSO, 3He and

-

Figure 76: Measured Touschek-subtracted electron beam induced background
as a function of delivered current

2171

BGO are in good agreement with the power-law model across2172

all four decades. The slopes of LYSO and 3He data are -0.742173

and -0.77 respectively, therefore close to the dP/dI value. For2174

BGO, the slope is larger at approximately -1.2. The other2175

two sub-detectors exhibit di↵erent behaviours, which can be at-2176

tributed to instrumental e↵ects.2177

In both figures 76 and 77, there is plateauing or increase2178

of the rates beyond 400 A·h observed with all subdetectors.2179

A possible explanation is related to conditioning of the non-2180

evaporable getters (NEG) that happened during that period.2181

Such conditioning is known to release heavier elements in the2182

vacuum chamber, which produces considerably more back-2183

ground due to the Z2 dependence.2184

Otherwise, the biggest change to the accelerator during this2185

period is the addition of permanent magnets to the uncoated alu-2186

minium bellows meant to reduce electron multipacting at large2187

currents. The SuperKEKB group showed that this e↵ectively2188

reduced the electron-cloud e↵ect without changing beam orbit2189

and optics [67].2190

Figure 77: Measured Touschek-subtracted positron beam-induced background
as a function of delivered current

6.1.4. Sample results of residual gas analysis and e↵ective2191

atomic number2192

Figure 78 below shows example results obtained from the2193

beam-gas constituents analysis. The top panel shows the prod-

Figure 78: Time series of a pressure bump experiment and typical results

2194

uct of average pressure and beam current P · I with and without2195

weighting with Ze
2 as defined in equation (48). The central2196

panel shows recorded background rates for one typical channel2197

of two di↵erent subsystems, and the bottom panel shows the Ze2198

during the vacuum bump experiment.2199

Qualitatively, it is observed that the recorded background2200

rates track the weighted P·I better than the default, un-weighted2201

version. We see an increase of the hit rates around 13:42 which2202

is not associated with any notable increase of the average pres-2203

sure. The explanation is that heavier elements are released2204

first. They don’t contribute significantly to the pressure in-2205

crease, yet the e↵ective Z of the gas is larger then, and the2206

Z2-dependence of beam-gas interactions produces a visible in-2207

45

Cleaning	a	new	beam	pipe	

• A	key	goal	of	phase	1	was	to	“scrub”	the	beam	pipes	

- High	currents	stimulate	desorption	of	impurities	from	beam	pipe	walls	

- Over	time,	vacuum	improves	lowering	beam-gas	backgrounds	

• BEAST	quanti]ied	distinct	improvements	in	beam-gas	in	phase	1

BEAST	measurements	of	Rates/I2	vs	
integrated	current
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• Size-sweep	scans	

• Run	beam	at	5	different	beam	sizes	
and	at	3	currents	(15	runs	total)	

• Observable	comes	from	BGO	crystals	

• Rewrite	so	beam-gas	is	]lat:	

• Quality	of	linear	]it	validates	model	

• Fit	measures	sensitivities	B	(offset)	
and	T	(slope)

14

Touschek

Beam-gas

Colors: size settings 
Shapes: currents

Good	agreement	with	the	model!	

The	comparison	of	data	with	MC	is	underway

Beam-Gas	&	Touschek

Building a model

15

Beam-gas scattering

● Call these both “beam-gas background” and 

parameterize them based on what we know

○ B: beam-gas sensitivity for each 

channel; can be measured in MC and 

data

○ I: Beam current

○ P: “Local” pressure

○ Z
e
: An “effective” atomic number taking 

into account the gas mixture recorded 

by a residual gas analyzer

● This is the first term in our heuristic model...

Describe	data	with	heuristic	model
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BEAST	II	-	Phase	1

• Injection	produces	high	backgrounds	

• Factory	mode:	to	compensate	for	shorter	
beam	lifetime	use	continuous	injection	→	
DAQ	Veto	

• Continuos	injection	@	100	Hz	during	
SuperKEKB-factory	operation	

• Belle	injection	ECL	DAQ	veto	scheme	
would	produce	35%	dead	time!	

• →	Study	injection	background	time	
structure	with	BEAST	crystal,	CLAWS	and	
scintillators	subsystems	

• Background	surge	~x100-x1000	in	]irst	ms	
after	injection

15

Injection	Background

T	of	injection
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Figure 98: Hit rates as a function of time after injection Tin j, recorded by CsI
(left) and LYSO (right) crystals in position F2, measured during LER injection.
Red open circles: run #3, Blue open squares: reference run #14 (colors online).
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Figure 99: Hit rates as a function of time after injection Tin j, recorded by CsI
(left) and LYSO (right) crystals in position F2, measured during HER injection.
Red open circles: run #9, Blue open squares: reference run #10 (colors online).

of about a factor of 10 of the injection background, which can in2686

part be ascribed to the di↵erent beam current at which the data2687

was taken (Irun10 = 139 ± 7 mA, Irun12 = 296 ± 2 mA versus2688

Irun13 = 309 ± 6 mA). Similar results we observe in the LER.2689

For the LER we show in Fig. 103 the e↵ect of changing the2690

septum angle. In this case, as well as for the HER, the e↵ect2691

observed on injection background is less visible than the previ-2692

ous case; the two data sets were taken at the same beam current2693

Irun14 = Irun17 = 195 ± 3 mA2694

The duration and amount of injection background showed2695

great variations throughout the BEAST running. We also ob-2696

served large variations in the same runs at di↵erent positions2697

and for di↵erent crystals. A common feature however, is that2698

most of the injection related activity dumps down by about two2699

(or three) orders of magnitude within about 1-1.5 ms after the2700

injection.2701

In the study of injection background discussed in the Belle II2702

TDR that we mentioned at the beginning of this section, it was2703

found that typically most noise hits occurred in the first 150 µs2704

after injection, and that later triggers are highly correlated in2705

time with the time of passage of the injected bunch near the in-2706

teraction point. Using the high resolution timing data recorded2707

by the digitiser we have looked for a similar behaviour in the2708

BEAST data. The digitisers record the time of each hit with 22709

ns precision, so each hit is assigned a well defined time after the2710

injection. The bunch revolution time around the machine arcs2711

is Trev=10.0614 µs. This means that every given bunch crosses2712
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Figure 100: Hit rates as a function of time after injection Tin j, recorded by CsI
crystals in position F2 during LER injection. Left: reference run #14; right: run
#3. The arrows indicate the position of the peaks that are used to measure their
period.
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Figure 101: Hit rates as a function of time after injection Tin j, recorded by CsI
crystals in position F2 during HER injection. Left: reference run #10; right:
run #9. The arrows indicate the position of the peaks that are used to measure
their period.The interpretation of the two di↵erent series observed in run #10 is
discussed in the text.

the interaction point every Trev µs, followed a few ns later by2713

the bunch right behind it, followed in turn by the next bunch2714

and so on. The time interval between subsequent bunches de-2715

pends on the fill configuration pattern. After Trev µs (one com-2716

plete turn) all the bunches filled in the machine will have passed2717

through the interaction point, and the next turn begins repeating2718

this pattern. Each bunch crosses the IP at its own time within2719

the time Trev of one turn, depending on its position in the train2720

of bunches filling the machine. So indicating with Tin j the time2721

after injection recorded by the digitisers in ns, we compute the2722

time within one turn as Tturn = Tin j mod Trev. In this way, if2723

one particular bunch crossing the IP (i.e. the injected bunch)2724

generates some background that produces hits in the crystals,2725

the hits will all have the same Tturn of that particular bunch.2726

We show in Fig. 104 (105) a plot of the time after injection2727

Tin j versus Tturn recorded by the crystals in position F3 during2728

the injection of the HER (LER). As the data shows, is clear that2729

the background hits are correlated in time with one bunche; this2730

is observed in both Thallium doped, pure CsI and LYSO crys-2731

tals, and in the projection on the Tturn axis it appears as a < 102732

ns wide peak. The observed di↵erence in overall hit rate be-2733

tween HER and LER injection confirms the observation made2734

earlier looking at the scaler data that the injection of the LER2735

produces higher backgrounds. The di↵erence observed in the2736

56

CsI	crystal

Subsequent	peaks	due	to	beam	
oscillation	(synchrotron)

backgrounds	decay	
~few	ms

Large	background	<1	ms

Time	after	injection

Old	Belle	ECL	veto
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BEAST	II	-	Phase	1
• Injection	perturbs	the	orbit	parameters	of	(almost)	only	the	injected	
bunch	

• →	High	backgrounds	lasting	few	ms	after	injection	are	highly	
correlated	in	time	with	the	injected	bunch	

• Veto	for	~1ms	only	for	few	10s	of	ns	around	the	time	of	passage	of	the	
injected	bunch	through	the	IP	→	dead	time	ok

16

Injection	Background
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(a) CsI(Tl)
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(b) Pure CsI
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(c) LYSO

Figure 105: LER Injection. Plot of the hit time after injection (Tin j) versus the
time within one turn (Tturn), for all the crystals in position F3 for run # 14. The
overall injection backgrounds level is higher than in the HER, but the timing
structure is very similar.
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Figure 106: Plot of the time of hit after injection (Tin j) versus the time within
one turn Tturn (left), for the LYSO crystal in position F2. The projection on
Tturn shows clearly two peaks separated by ⇡ 98 ns corresponding to the two
injected bunches.

±50 ns of the injected bunch time over the total number of2763

hits, representing the fraction of hits associated to the injected2764

bunch; the ratio FlowT of the number of hits with Tin j < 200µs2765

over the total number of hits, representing the total number of2766

hits occurring relatively early after injection, including the hits2767

associated with the injected bunch and finally, the ratio Fother of2768

the number of hits outside the two regions previously defined,2769

over the total number of hits, which represents the total num-2770

ber of hits due to interactions that are less directly related to the2771

injection.2772

The results for more runs, crystals and positions are given2773

in Appendix D.4. We show here, as an example, the rate frac-2774

tions recorded in the CsI(Tl) and pure CsI crystals during the2775

injection study of the HER, summed over the three di↵erent �2776

positions in the backward and, separately, in the forward. In2777

Appendix D.4 we present detail tables with the full results.2778

Energy Spectrum. We measure the energy of the radiation in-2779

cident on each crystal by converting the charge of the hits to2780

energy using the calibration described in Sec. 3.5.4.2781

We show in Fig. 111 the energy distribution for the HER and2782

LER injection background obtained using the presently avail-2783

able calibrations, which we know to underestimate the energy2784

by some factors still to be determined with precision. Present2785

estimates are that the factors could be as much as 4-5 for LYSO2786

and pure CsI, and about 30% for Thallium doped crystals.2787

The spectrum of energy deposited in CsI crystals during in-2788

jection is given in Fig. 112 for the LER (reference run #14), and2789

in Fig 113 for the HER (reference run # 10).2790

We also show in Fig. ?? as an example, the energy deposited2791

as a function of time after injection and time within one turn for2792

6.5.2. Injection background in CLAWS2793

The CLAWS system, introduced in Section 3.3, is specifi-2794

cally designed to study the time structure of charged particle2795

injection background. For data taking during the injection back-2796

ground campaign on May 25, 2016 the system was triggered on2797

the injection signal, and recorded 800 µs long continuous wave-2798

forms, corresponding to 80 turns of the accelerator. These stud-2799

ies add further details on the timing properties of the injection2800

background presented in the previous subsection.2801

In general, the FWD CLAWS sensors located on the outside2802

of the ring in the direction of the outgoing LER see a some-2803

what higher signal than the BWD sensors in the inside of the2804

ring on the outgoing HER. Since the timing patterns observed2805

are consistent between the two detector stations, only results2806

of the FWD sensors are presented in the following for brevity.2807

The present analysis is based on a fast o✏ine analysis of the2808

CLAWS waveforms, using signal amplitudes determined in a2809

fixed-length integral rather than a sophisticated iterative signal2810

reconstruction using the subtraction of single photon calibra-2811

tion waveforms. The waveforms of the innermost three FWD2812

sensors (1 – 3) are combined into one, and presented as a com-2813

bined signal. A saturation correction for very large signals is2814

not performed, so that signals in excess of 50 MIP-equivalents2815

should be regarded as lower limits of the full amplitude.2816
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1	
tu
rn

1	bin	=	1	turn

Injected	bunch	passing	IP	
repeatedly

Possible	Belle	2	ECL	veto

CsI	crystal

• ~1500	bunches	

• Bunch	spacing	=	6	ns	

• Orbit	time	=	10	μs
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Belle	II	Detector

17

XIIth B physics, Napoli Phillip URQUIJO

Belle II Detector [735 collaborators, 101 institutes, 23 nations]

12

electrons  (7GeV)

positrons (4GeV)

KL and muon detector
Resistive Plate Counter (barrel outer layers)
Scintillator + WLSF + MPPC (end-caps , inner 2 barrel 
layers)

Particle Identification 
Time-of-Propagation counter (barrel)
Prox. focusing Aerogel RICH (forward)
Fake rate >2 x lower than in Belle

Central Drift Chamber
Smaller cell size, long lever arm

EM Calorimeter
CsI(Tl), waveform sampling electronics (barrel)
Pure CsI + waveform sampling (end-caps) later

Vertex Detector
2 layers Si Pixels (DEPFET) +  
4 layers Si double sided strip DSSD

Belle II TDR, arXiv:
1011.0352
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Belle	II	Detector
Factor	x40	luminosity	also	brings	in:	
• Higher	occupancy,	pile-up,	fake	hits	
• increased	trigger	and	DAQ	rates	
• radiation	damage

18

CHAPTER 1. MOTIVATION AND OVERVIEW

1.3 The Belle II overview

Figure 1.9: Upgraded Belle II spectrometer (top half) as compared to the present Belle detector
(bottom half).

The design of the Belle II detector follows to a large extent the scheme discussed in the Letter
of Intent [5] and its 2008 supplement, Design Study Report [6], with one notable exception: a
pixel detector now appears in the innermost part of the vertex detector. Other modifications are
due to the change in the accelerator design from the high current version to the “nano-beam”
collider, and are associated with the larger crossing angle, the need to have the final quadrupoles
as close as possible to the interaction point, and the smaller beam energy asymmetry (7 GeV/c
on 4 GeV/c instead of 8 GeV/c on 3.5 GeV/c).
For the Belle II detector, our main concern is to maintain the current performance of Belle
in an environment with considerably higher background levels. As discussed in detail in the
2008 Design Report [6], we evaluate the possible degradation of the performance in a high-
background environment by extrapolating from the present operating conditions of KEKB and
Belle by accounting for the scaling of each component of background with the higher currents,
smaller beam sizes and modified interaction region. From these studies, we assume a conservative
factor of twenty increase in the background hit rate. The physics event rate will be about 50
times higher.
The following changes to Belle will maintain a comparable or better performance in Belle II:

• just outside the beam pipe, the silicon strip detector is replaced by a two-layer silicon pixel
detector based on the DEPFET technology;

• the silicon strip detector extends from just outside the pixel detector to a larger radius

14

Upgrade	the	Belle	detector	
• starting	point	is	the	Belle	detector	
• in	practice,	reuse	the	crystal	
CsI(Tl)	calorimeter,	the	solenoid,	
the	KLM	barrel	detector

Improvements	over	Belle	

• Fast	signal	shaping	and	waveform	]it	of	
e.m.	calorimeter	signals	to	preserve	
excellent	energy	resolution	in	high-
pileup	environment	

• Increase	Ks	ef]iciency	(by	~30%)	
• Improve	IP	and	secondary	vertex	
resolution	(~factor	2)		

• Better	K/π	separation	(π	fake	rate	
decreases	by	~2.5)		

• Improve	π0	reconstruction	
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The	tracking	system

19
Eugenio Paoloni Pasadena  FPCP 2016

Tracking Detectors

22
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Combined	PXD+SVD	beam	test	at	DESY

20

Testbeam setup (Event Display)

3

4 SVD layers 2 PXD layers

craddle

Claws/Fangs

- Reco Track: blue line
- Strip/pixel candidates: purple lines
- Strip/pixel selected: yellow lines
- Magnet: not visible (out of screen, 

solenoid // beam direction)

Beam
direction

Track Finder:
Used VXDTF1 in first 
runs and VXDTF2 in 
second part

u v

x
z

y

Testbeam in numbers
• 300 runs, about 320 millions events in total

• 170 runs with VXDTF
• 130 runs with VXDTF2

• Span of beam energy between 1 GeV and 5 GeV
• Span of Magnetic field between 0.25 T and 1.0 T
• Span of incidence angle between -5 and +25 degrees
• VXD temperature: -15 °C

4➡ROI Finding modules run on HLT as soon as detectors where working
➡Different ROI parameters tried (full-frame ROIs, small ROIs, …): no problems 

encountered

Region Of Interest of PXD (G. Casarosa)

13

run 144, VXDTF1
online tracking 
online ROI finding
small ROIs

x

u resid

v 
re

sid

intercept

fired
pixel

Region Of Interest

➡the finding algorithm was 
slightly changed in order to 
cope with different TB 
geometry wrt BelleII

➡efficiency ~90% evaluated on 
simulation, not optimised

Hit Efficiency – results (examples) 650k events (run 399, 
preliminary)

Efficiency, layer 6, sensor 3, v-side Efficiency, layer 4, sensor 2, v-side

Eff. dips (defects)

10

PRE
LIM

INA
RY
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Improvements	of	vertex	detector

21

P.#Urquijo,#BPAC,#Physics#Overview 20

Performance:#Tracking;#K/π/p#ID;#µID;#eID;#Neutrals;#KL
J.	BennettCombined	Performance B2GM,	02/2016

Tracking
7

J. Lettenbichler

23rd B2GM ~ KEKJakob Lettenbichler

Efficiency VS Transverse Momentum

8

legend:
•physical efficiency
•geometrical acceptance and detector efficiency factored out

’ = 82% @ pε t = 100 MeV/c

’ = 96% @ pε t = 500 MeV/c

efficiency efficiency 
& purity& purity

1-’ = 1.5% @ pε t = 1 GeV/c

releaserelease
00-06-0000-06-00

releaserelease
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release 00-06-00release 00-06-00

J.	BennettCombined	Performance B2GM,	02/2016
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Combined	PID	performance	(TOP	+	ARICH	+	dE/dx)
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cc ̅generic MC

K/π	
separaFon

π/K	
separaFon

MC5	BGx0 Release	6

J. Bennett, T. Pedlar

J.	BennettCombined	Performance B2GM,	02/2016

G. DeNardo

Electron	identi>ication
3
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Performance of both methods

Figure: Performance summarized.

> scaling of purity with
efficiency is much better

> red dot: simple cut:
associatedTrackFlag==0

> crossing of curves due to
overtraining of green
classifier, have to tweak that

Krohn | DESY | Hamburg, 2016 | Page 12/16
Motivation KLM and K

0
L

definition KlId on reconstruction level KlVeto on analysis level Summary

Tracking#IP#resolution Tracking#efficiency#vs#Pt Muon#ID#efficiency

K/π#separation#ROC

Pt#[GeV]

Electron#ID#efficiency KL#ID#ROC

Feb.	2016	
BPAC

• Extrapolations	of	detector	performance	
confirmed	after	beam-test	results,	and	
realistic	software	implementation	

• Currently,	in	spite	of		

⟨βγ⟩Belle	II	=	28/44⋅⟨βγ⟩Belle

A
ctive Pixel Dete

ctor

DEPFET

Outlook

Current Flavor Tagging Interface reaches a total efficiency
(∼ 32%) on MC. !

(Predecessors: Belle ∼ 29%, BaBar ∼ 33%)

Current σBelle II
∆z

∼ 1
3
σBelle

∆z for J/ψ Vertex. !

Current σBelle II
∆t

∼ 3
4
σBelle

∆t : better σ∆t
& ∆t̂

but lower ⟨βγ⟩!

All presented tools are available.

⇒ There is a considerable amount of development and
optimization work needed.

Challenge: the development and the accuracy of the CP
Analysis tools are coupled to the whole basf2 software
development.

20

See	also	Jakub	Kandra	poster	on	Belle	II	PXD+SVD	alignment
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The	Central	Drift	Chamber	(CDC)

•Installed	on	Oct,	2016	
•Commissioning	with	cosmic	ray	tracks	is	ongoing

22
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(�kres) : multiple scattering
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installed in Belle
cosmic ray test
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Barrel	PID:	Time	Of	Propagation	

23
Eugenio Paoloni Pasadena  FPCP 2016

Barrel PID: TOP ( T ime Of Propagation)

29

Cherenkov ring imaging with precision time measurement (better than 100ps)

Installation completed!  2016, May 11 

Kaon/Pion
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Forward	PID:	the	Aerogel	RICH

24
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Two aerogel layers in focusing configuration: 

Overlapping rings from 1
st
 and 2

nd
 layer! 

Increasing number of photons with no resolution 

degradation (due to unknown photon emission point).

Aerogel with high transparency is required (                       ) 

 

Minimize photon loss on tile edges 

→ large tiles (~ 17 x 17 cm)

..

1

12

cossin

ep

CC
gel

Nl

d 
  dN ep ..

water jet cutting

@400nm

target

target

Radiator – Silica Aerogel

Mass production and QA completed

T.Iijima, S.Korpar et al. NIMA548 (2005) 383

M.Tabata et al.,The Journal of Supercritical Fluids 110 (2016) 183-192
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HAPD – Hybrid Avalanche Photo-Detector

 - Basic requirements:     - 1.5 T   -          tolerance (                 )     - large coverage (3.5 m^2)

4.9 mm

APD 
chip

- Developed in collaboration with Hamamatsu photonics

Size 73x73 mm

# of channels 144 (36-ch APDx4)

Total gain >60000 (1500 x 40)

Peak QE ~30%

Active area 64%

Weight 220g 

Photon detector – HAPD 

bias
320V

S.Nishida et al, NIMA610(2009)65

- position resolution
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Beamtests 

Detailed Geant4 simulation  

electron beam, 2013 @ DESY

Excellent performance in 
desired momentum range!

Proof of principle 

R. Pestotnik et al., Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A766 (2014) 270–273; 
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Beamtests 

Detailed Geant4 simulation  

electron beam, 2013 @ DESY

Excellent performance in 
desired momentum range!

Proof of principle 

R. Pestotnik et al., Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A766 (2014) 270–273; 

Beam	test	measurements

Use	two	aerogel	layers	in	focusing	
con]iguration	to	increase	n.	of	photons	
without	resolution	degradation	
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ARICH	Rings	from	cosmic	ray	muons

•First	events	from	CR	tracks	recorded	in	a	partially	
instrumented	sector	of	the	ARICH

25

•Production of 
aerogel tiles and 
HAPDs is finished.  

• Installation on the 
structure 
complete! 

• Install in Belle II in 
September.

SiPMs for the aerogel RICH at Belle II ?
Rok Pestotnik

Jožef Stefan Institute, Ljubljana, Slovenia

Contents:
• Belle II ARICH 
• Sensor candidates
• RICH with SiPMs
• Results
• Summary

29/5/2017 R. Pestotnik: SiPMs for ARICH at Belle II

SiPMs ?

Beyond the LHCb Phase-1 Upgrade
28-31 May La Biodola, Isola d'Elba (Italy)
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E.M.	Calorimeter	(ECL)

26

Early	prototype	tested	at	Belle

Belle	calorimeter	

• 8736	CsI(Tl)	crystals		
• 6624	Barrel	
• 1152	Fwd	Endcap	
• 		960	Bwd	Endcap

• High	rates	(machine+physics)	⇒	upgrade	of	electronics	
- shorter	signal	shaping	
- waveform	fit	to	extract	signal	time	and	amplitude

CHAPTER 9. CALORIMETER (ECL)
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Figure 9.9: Measured time distributions for 5 MeV (left) and 100 MeV (right) cluster energy
depositions.
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Figure 9.10: Left: pile-up noise dependence on polar angle for new and old electronics. Right:
measured time resolution as a function of single-crystal hit energy.
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G. Finocchiaro Belle IIMay 29 2017

Electromagnetic	calorimeter	(ECL)

31

Eugenio Paoloni Pasadena  FPCP 2016

ECL: T he Electromagnetic Calorimeter

Higher backgrounds (Machine +  Physics)

Electronic upgrade: improved waveform features 
extraction ( ADC & fitting )

Cosmic rays commissioning ongoing

28

EM Calorimeter
Cope with higher particle rate 

1. Electronics upgrade: waveform sampling & fitting 
2. Endcap crystal update: (baseline option) pure CsI (short decay time)+ 

photopentode

15

Early prototype tested at Belle

CHAPTER 9. CALORIMETER (ECL)
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Early prototype tested at Belle

Belle Read-out electronic upgrade 

01/03/2017	 C.	Cecchi	

EARLY PROTOTYPE 
TESTED AT BELLE 

CHAPTER 1. MOTIVATION AND OVERVIEW

1.3 The Belle II overview

Figure 1.9: Upgraded Belle II spectrometer (top half) as compared to the present Belle detector
(bottom half).

The design of the Belle II detector follows to a large extent the scheme discussed in the Letter
of Intent [5] and its 2008 supplement, Design Study Report [6], with one notable exception: a
pixel detector now appears in the innermost part of the vertex detector. Other modifications are
due to the change in the accelerator design from the high current version to the “nano-beam”
collider, and are associated with the larger crossing angle, the need to have the final quadrupoles
as close as possible to the interaction point, and the smaller beam energy asymmetry (7 GeV/c
on 4 GeV/c instead of 8 GeV/c on 3.5 GeV/c).
For the Belle II detector, our main concern is to maintain the current performance of Belle
in an environment with considerably higher background levels. As discussed in detail in the
2008 Design Report [6], we evaluate the possible degradation of the performance in a high-
background environment by extrapolating from the present operating conditions of KEKB and
Belle by accounting for the scaling of each component of background with the higher currents,
smaller beam sizes and modified interaction region. From these studies, we assume a conservative
factor of twenty increase in the background hit rate. The physics event rate will be about 50
times higher.
The following changes to Belle will maintain a comparable or better performance in Belle II:

• just outside the beam pipe, the silicon strip detector is replaced by a two-layer silicon pixel
detector based on the DEPFET technology;

• the silicon strip detector extends from just outside the pixel detector to a larger radius

14

Belle Read-out electronic upgrade 

01/03/2017	 C.	Cecchi	

EARLY PROTOTYPE 
TESTED AT BELLE 
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ECL	commissioning	

27

150GeV shower!

Combined	CDC-ECL	cosmic	ray	test

BWD	endcap	installation	
January	2017 • Barrel ECL under CR test since 2015

• Endcap calorimeter CR test ongoing
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The	KLong	and	Muon	detector	KLM
- 14	iron	layers	4.7cm	thick	

- 15	barrel	active	layers	

✓ 2	x	[scintillator	strips	+	WLS	+	SiPM]			⇐		NEW	

✓ 13	x	[double	glass	RPC	+	5	cm	orthogonal	phi,	z	
strips]	

- 14	endcap	active	layers	

✓ 14	x	[scintillator	strips	+	WLS	+	SiPM]	⇐		NEW

28

CHAPTER 10. K0
L AND µ DETECTION (KLM)

Nikko
Side

Oho
Side

Backward
ECL

Forward
ECL

Pole Tip

Solenoid

Magnet Yoke

Barrel KLM
Forward
Endcap

KLM

Pole Tip

Barrel ECL

Backward
Endcap

KLM

0 1 2 3 m

Figure 10.1: Side view of the KLM, located outside the ECL and solenoid. The gray lines mark
the nominal polar angular acceptance of Belle II.

314

• All	endcap	glass	RPC	+	2	
in	the	innermost	layers	
of	the	barrel	replaced	
with	scintillator	strips	
to	resist	higher	
backgrounds	

• Installation	is	complete	

• Commissioning	with	
cosmic	rays	ongoing

Eugenio Paoloni Pasadena  FPCP 2016

KLM: K Long and Muon system
The end-caps and the two innermost layers of the barrel  were replaced 

with scintillators to cope with increased backgrounds

Installation completed

Commissioning in progress with cosmic rays data

31
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C E R N C our i e r      June 2 0 17

News

On 11 April, the Belle II detector at the 

KEK laboratory in Japan was successfully 

“rolled-in” to the collision point of the 

upgraded SuperKEKB accelerator, marking 

an important milestone for the international 

B-physics community. The Belle II 

experiment is an international collaboration 

hosted by KEK in Tsukuba, Japan, with 

related physics goals to those of the LHCb 

experiment at CERN but in the pristine 

environment of electron–positron collisions. 

It will analyse copious quantities of B 

mesons to study CP violation and signs of 

physics beyond the Standard Model (CERN 

Courier September 2016 p32). 

“Roll-in” involves moving the entire 

8 m-tall, 1400 tonne Belle II detector system 

from its assembly area to the beam-collision 

point 13 m away. The detector is now 

integrated with SuperKEKB and all its seven 

subdetectors, except for the innermost vertex 

detector, are in place. The next step is to 

install the complex focusing magnets around 

the Belle II interaction point. SuperKEKB 

achieved its first turns in February, with 

operation of the main rings scheduled for 

early spring and phase-II “physics” operation 

by the end of 2018. 

Compared to the previous Belle 

experiment, and thanks to major upgrades 

made to the former KEKB collider, Belle II 

will allow much larger data samples to be 

collected with much improved precision. 

“After six years of gruelling work with many 

unexpected twists and turns, it was a moving 

and gratifying experience for everyone on the 

team to watch the Belle II detector move to the 

interaction point,” says Belle II spokesperson 

om Browder. Flavour physics is now the 

focus of much attention and interest in the 

community and Belle II will play a critical 

role in the years to come.”

Belle II rolls in
F A C I L I T I E S

masses to which CAST is sensitive. The 

limits concern a part of the axion parameter 

space that is still fa
voured by current 

theoretical predictions and is very difficult 

to explore experimentally, allowing CAST 

to encroach on more restrictive constraints 

set by astrophysical observations. “Even 

though we have not been able to observe the 

ubiquitous axion yet, CAST has surpassed 

even the sensitivity originally expected, 

thanks to CERN’s support and unrelenting 

work by CASTers,” says CAST spokesperson 

Konstantin Zioutas. “CAST’s results are still 

a point of reference in our field.

The experience gained by CAST over the 

past 5 years will help physicists to define the 

detection technologies suitable for a proposed, 

much larger, next-generation axion helioscope 

called IAXO. Since 2015, CAST has also 

broadened its research at the low-energy 

frontier to include searches for dark-matter 

axions and candidates for dark energy, such as 

solar chameleons. 

 O Further reading 

CAST Collaboration 2017 Nature Physics 

doi:10.1038/nphys4109.

The Belle II 

detector is 

now in place 

at the 

SuperKEKB 

facility in 

Japan. 

C E R N

CERN has begun major work to create a new 

visitor space called Esplanade des Particules, 

to welcome the ever-growing numbers of 

visitors to the laboratory each year. The 

project, undertaken in conjunction with the 

Etat de Genève, will integrate the laboratory 

better into the local urban landscape, making 

it more open and easily accessible, with work 

to last until summer 2018. 

A competition was launched in 2011 to 

showcase the public entrance to CERN. 

Landscape-architects Studio Paolo Bürgi 

won with a design for a large space dedicated 

to pedestrians that connects CERN’s 

reception to the Globe of Science and 

Innovation. The Esplanade des Particules 

will see the current Flags ar ark  

replaced by a blue pedestrianised area in 

which the ags of RN ember States will 

cross the main road to the laboratory. 

CERN on the road

The speed limit will be reduced to 50 km h–1  at the point where the Esplanade des Particules 

crosses the pedestrianised area. 

KE
K

CERN
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News

In a paper published in Nature Physics, the 

CERN Axion Solar Telescope (CAST) has 

reported important new exclusion limits 

on coupling of axions to photons. Axions 

are hypothetical particles that interact very 

weakly with ordinary matter and therefore are 

candidates to explain dark matter. They were 

postulated decades ago to solve the “strong 

CP” problem in the Standard Model (SM), 

which concerns an unexpected time-reversal 

symmetry of the nuclear forces. Axion-like 

particles, unrelated to the strong-CP problem 

but still v
iable dark-matter candidates, are 

also predicted by several theories of physics 

beyond the SM, notably string theory.  

A variety of Earth- and space-based 

observatories are searching possible locations 

where axions could be produced, ranging 

from the inner Earth to the galactic centre and 

right back to the Big Bang. CAST looks for 

solar axions using a “helioscope” constructed 

from a test magnet originally built for the 

Large Hadron Collider. The 10 m-long 

superconducting magnet acts like a viewing 

tube and is pointed directly at the Sun: solar 

axions entering the tube would be converted 

by its stro
ng magnetic field into -ray 

photons, which would be detected at either 

end of the magnet. Starting in 2003, the CAST 

helioscope, mounted on a movable platform 

and aligned with the Sun with a precision of 

about 1/100th of a degree, has tracked the 

movement of the Sun for an hour and a half 

at dawn and an hour and a half at dusk, over 

several months each year.  

In the latest work, based on data recorded 

between 0  and 0 5, S  finds no 

evidence for solar axions. This has allowed 

the collaboration to set the best limits to 

date on the strength of the coupling between 

axions and photons for all possible axion 

CAST experiment 

constrains solar 

axions 
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The latest constraints 

on the two-photon 

coupling, gaa, of axions 

and other similar 

particles as a function 

of mass, showing the 

new CAST limits. 

M
 Brice /CERN

advanced accelerator development can be 

taken into account in the coming update of 

the European Strategy for Particle Physics 

in 2020. 

Given the scale of the cost of traditional 

accelerator technologies, which require 

large circular or long linear accelerators 

to reach the highest energies, the past two 

decades have seen significant progress to 

find alternative approaches. hese include 

dielectrics and plasmas driven by laser 

pulses or particle beams, which are able 

to accelerate particles 1000 times more 

than the radio-frequency structures used 

in today s accelerators. a or laboratories 

including CERN, SLAC, Argonne, DESY 

and INFN-Frascati are working on various 

techniques. CERN has recently started 

the AWAKE experiment, demonstrating 

that high-energy protons from the SPS can 

drive large accelerating fields in a plasma.  

The next step is to apply these methods 

to high-energy physics. For example, the 

acceleration schemes must be tuned to 

determine their real potential for producing 

high-energy and high-quality particle 

bunches; the former has been demonstrated, 

but the latter remains a challenge. This 

requires experimental facilities that can only 

be hosted by international laboratories and a 

strong, united and co-ordinated community 

that merges the advanced and traditional 

accelerator communities. 

The April event has now set this process 

in motion, focusing on the technical 

milestones that are needed to progress 

towards an intermediate-size particle 

accelerator and on the strategies needed to 

bring communities together. A new working 

group dedicated to the development of a 

roadmap will be included in the European 

Advanced Accelerators Concept Workshop 

in September 2017 in Elba, Italy. 

his is the first time that the advanced 

accelerator field is co-ordinated at the 

international level, and will pull the 

community together towards the first great 

challenge ahead, i.e. the achievement of 

reliable and high-quality particle bunches,” 

says workshop chair Brigitte Cros. “Further 

workshops will be organised to strengthen 

and sustain this co-ordination.”

CERN’s AWAKE experiment. A possible application of this technology would be to use a 

proton beam from the LHC to accelerate electrons in a few-hundred-metre-long plasma for 

electron–proton collisions. 
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Welcome to the digital edition of the June 2017 issue of CERN Courier.

Fifty years ago, Robert Wilson and his deputy Edwin Goldwasser set up 

temporary offices in Oak Brook, Illinois, and immediately started staffing 

a new laboratory for fundamental physics centred around a 200 GeV 

accelerator. This issue of CERN Courier revisits the beginnings of Fermilab, 

now the principal laboratory in the US devoted to particle physics, and looks 

at some of its contributions over the decades. Three elementary particles 

were discovered there: the bottom quark, the top quark and the tau neutrino. 

Together with CERN’s discovery of the W, Z and Higgs bosons, these two 

titans of the high-energy frontier have put the Standard Model on solid 

foundations. The evolving relationship between Fermilab and CERN, one 

of collaboration and competition, has seen records broken on both sides 

of the Atlantic, most recently with CERN’s LHC surpassing the energy of 

Fermilab’s Tevatron collider. Today, the two labs enjoy a closer partnership 

than ever, with Fermilab contributing to the LHC and CERN contributing to 

the short- and long-baseline neutrino programmes at Fermilab. Both facilities 

have demonstrated the benefits of carrying out high-energy physics on large 

scales, and now serve as models for how to achieve global collaboration. 

Meanwhile, two other major physics facilities celebrate anniversaries this 

month: the Baksan Neutrino Observatory in Russia, which also turns 50, 

and the Gran Sasso National Laboratory in Italy, for which construction was 

completed 30 years ago. Happy birthday to all! 
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Belle	II	Roll	In

29XIIth B physics, Napoli Phillip URQUIJO

Belle II in place

17

April 1, Belle II “roll-in”

April	11th	Belle	II	Milestone!
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Final	focus	magnets

30

Superconducting	quadrupole	magnets	
with	30+25	coils	

The	second	one	delivered	on	Feb	13

World’s	most	
complex	SC	
final	focus!
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When	do	we	start	Belle	II	?
• Phase	II	Operation:	Starts	in	Nov	2017			

• Begin	with	damping	ring	commissioning		

• Main	ring	(Feb	2018):	]irst	collisions!	

• Two	main	goals:	

• SuperKEKB	luminosity	with	nano-beams	-	reach	KEKB	maximum	
luminosity	at	the	end	of	phase	2.	

• Ensure	background	levels	are	compatible	with	the	operation	of	the	
vertex	detector	

• Limited	physics	without	vertex	detectors	

• Phase	III:	Starts	late	2018	

• Belle	II	Physics	Running	(with	vertex	detectors	in)

31
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Outlook
• Phase	1	of	the	SuperKEKB	commissioning	successfully	completed	
in	2016,	with	BEAST	II	commissioning	detector	on	the	beam	line	

• Background	characterisation,	including	during	injection	

• Belle	II	rolled	in	on	April	11th	!	

• June	2017	-	B-]ield	measurement,	start	global	cosmic	ray	run	

• Sep	2017-	Installation	of	A-RICH	and	forward	ECL		

• Nov	2017	-	Spring	2018:	Phase	2	commissioning	(+	]irst	Physics	
runs,	without	vertex	detector)	

• Summer	2018	-	Install	vertex	detectors	

• Late	2018	-	full	detector	operation	-	Start	of	Physics	runs

32

Thank	you!
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Backup
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SuperKEKB/Belle	II	schedule
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G. Finocchiaro  -  Belle II statusMay 29 2017

SuperKEKB/Belle	II	schedule

39

・・・2016

JFY2016

2017 2018 2019

JFY2017 JFY2018 JFY2019Japan	FY

Calendar	year

Summer	shutdown	
(power	saving)

Summer	shutdown	
(power	saving)

phase	1 phase	2	(MR) phase	3

MR	renovation	for	phase	2,	including	
installation	of	QCS	and	Belle	II

w/o	QCS	
w/o	Belle	II

w/	QCS	
w/	Belle	II	(no	VXD)

w/	full	Belle	II

DR	commissioningDR	installation	&	startup

MR	startup VXD	installation
HER	start
LER	start

(mid	Feb.	–	mid	Jul.	2018)

Summer	shutdown	
(power	saving)

Power	saving	
after	mid	July	2018

phase	3	operation	
9	months	/	year	

NOW

ご清聴ありがとうございました
GOSEICHOU	ARIGATOU	GOSAIMASHITA
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SuperKEKB:	Preparations	for	Phase	2	Commissioning
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BEAST	II	-	Phase	2
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Phase 2 VXD Volume 

cmarinas@uni-bonn.de 
5 

Motivation for BEAST II: 
• Machine commissioning 
• Radiation safe environment for the VXD 
 

• Two layers PXD 
• Four layers SVD 
• Dedicated radiation monitors 
 FANGS, CLAWS, PLUME 

Commissioning phase 2 (~5 months) 
• Machine condition 

– w/ QCS, w/ Belle II (w/o VXD), full accelerator tuning 
• Tuning items 

– Optics tuning 
• Tentative target values of IP beta’s: βx*: x4, βy*: x8 
• Optics tuning with QCS and Belle II solenoid 
• Low emittance tuning w/ Belle II solenoid 
• Optics tuning w/ beam collision 

– Detector beam background 
• Study with Belle II detector, test of continuous injection (BEAST) 

– Beam collision tuning 
• Orbit feedback (fast feedback, dithering system) 
• Collision tuning w/ “Nano-Beam” scheme 

– Luminosity tuning 
• Tuning knobs (x-y coupling at IP etc.) 

• Tentave target luminosity: 1 x 1034 cm-2 s-1 (design of KEKB) 
– Increase of beam currents (instability, RF power, vacuum issues) 

• Detector background may possibly give some restriction.  
• Continue upgrade for RF system (support ~70% of design beam currents) 

 

The	volume	left	empty	by	the	
vertex	detector	will	be	]illed	
by	BEAST	-	Phase	2	
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BEAST	II	-	Phase	1
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Pure	CsI	crystals
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Figure 107: Backgrounds in the HER, reference run #10, position F1, pure CsI crystal. Left: plot of the first 800 µs after injection with a time bin of 1µs. The high
background peaks are typically spaced about 10µs or 1 turn. Right: a zoomed-in view around a single high background peak with a bin size of 2 ns.
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Figure 108: Background in the LER, reference run #14, position B3, pure CsI crystal. Left: plot of the first 800 µs after injection with a time bin of 1µs. The high
background peaks are typically spaced about 10µs or 1 turn. Right: a zoomed-in view around a single high background peak with a bin size of 2 ns; as the RF
bucket size is 1.965 ns, at this resolution it is possible to resolve the background contribution of the single bunch. One can see in this plot that there appear to be
two consecutive bunches contributing to this background spike.
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Figure 107: Backgrounds in the HER, reference run #10, position F1, pure CsI crystal. Left: plot of the first 800 µs after injection with a time bin of 1µs. The high
background peaks are typically spaced about 10µs or 1 turn. Right: a zoomed-in view around a single high background peak with a bin size of 2 ns.
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Figure 108: Background in the LER, reference run #14, position B3, pure CsI crystal. Left: plot of the first 800 µs after injection with a time bin of 1µs. The high
background peaks are typically spaced about 10µs or 1 turn. Right: a zoomed-in view around a single high background peak with a bin size of 2 ns; as the RF
bucket size is 1.965 ns, at this resolution it is possible to resolve the background contribution of the single bunch. One can see in this plot that there appear to be
two consecutive bunches contributing to this background spike.
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HER	Injection

• Exploit	time	resolution	to	look	at	the	
single	bunch	level	

• Bunch	spacing	=	6	ns	

• Orbit	time	=	10	μs	

• Looking	more	closely	we	observed	
also	medium	(~μs)	and	short	(~ns)	
time	structures	in	data

LER	Injection

~1.6	ns	→	1	bunch

~6.0	ns	→	two	bunches

~10	μs	→	1	turn

Zoom	in	Sirst	peak	of	plot	on	the	left

Zoom	in	fourth	peak	of	plot	on	the	left

Two	adjacent	bunches	exhibit	
high	background	in	this	case!

1	μs	bin 2	ns	bin

1	μs	bin 2	ns	bin

Arrival	
time	of	
injected	
bunch

Injection	Background

Similar	data	recorded	with	CLAWS	and	scintillators
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Injection	Background
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(b) Pure CsI
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(c) LYSO

Figure 105: LER Injection. Plot of the hit time after injection (Tin j) versus the
time within one turn (Tturn), for all the crystals in position F3 for run # 14. The
overall injection backgrounds level is higher than in the HER, but the timing
structure is very similar.
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Figure 106: Plot of the time of hit after injection (Tin j) versus the time within
one turn Tturn (left), for the LYSO crystal in position F2. The projection on
Tturn shows clearly two peaks separated by ⇡ 98 ns corresponding to the two
injected bunches.

±50 ns of the injected bunch time over the total number of2763

hits, representing the fraction of hits associated to the injected2764

bunch; the ratio FlowT of the number of hits with Tin j < 200µs2765

over the total number of hits, representing the total number of2766

hits occurring relatively early after injection, including the hits2767

associated with the injected bunch and finally, the ratio Fother of2768

the number of hits outside the two regions previously defined,2769

over the total number of hits, which represents the total num-2770

ber of hits due to interactions that are less directly related to the2771

injection.2772

The results for more runs, crystals and positions are given2773

in Appendix D.4. We show here, as an example, the rate frac-2774

tions recorded in the CsI(Tl) and pure CsI crystals during the2775

injection study of the HER, summed over the three di↵erent �2776

positions in the backward and, separately, in the forward. In2777

Appendix D.4 we present detail tables with the full results.2778

Energy Spectrum. We measure the energy of the radiation in-2779

cident on each crystal by converting the charge of the hits to2780

energy using the calibration described in Sec. 3.5.4.2781

We show in Fig. 111 the energy distribution for the HER and2782

LER injection background obtained using the presently avail-2783

able calibrations, which we know to underestimate the energy2784

by some factors still to be determined with precision. Present2785

estimates are that the factors could be as much as 4-5 for LYSO2786

and pure CsI, and about 30% for Thallium doped crystals.2787

The spectrum of energy deposited in CsI crystals during in-2788

jection is given in Fig. 112 for the LER (reference run #14), and2789

in Fig 113 for the HER (reference run # 10).2790

We also show in Fig. ?? as an example, the energy deposited2791

as a function of time after injection and time within one turn for2792

6.5.2. Injection background in CLAWS2793

The CLAWS system, introduced in Section 3.3, is specifi-2794

cally designed to study the time structure of charged particle2795

injection background. For data taking during the injection back-2796

ground campaign on May 25, 2016 the system was triggered on2797

the injection signal, and recorded 800 µs long continuous wave-2798

forms, corresponding to 80 turns of the accelerator. These stud-2799

ies add further details on the timing properties of the injection2800

background presented in the previous subsection.2801

In general, the FWD CLAWS sensors located on the outside2802

of the ring in the direction of the outgoing LER see a some-2803

what higher signal than the BWD sensors in the inside of the2804

ring on the outgoing HER. Since the timing patterns observed2805

are consistent between the two detector stations, only results2806

of the FWD sensors are presented in the following for brevity.2807

The present analysis is based on a fast o✏ine analysis of the2808

CLAWS waveforms, using signal amplitudes determined in a2809

fixed-length integral rather than a sophisticated iterative signal2810

reconstruction using the subtraction of single photon calibra-2811

tion waveforms. The waveforms of the innermost three FWD2812

sensors (1 – 3) are combined into one, and presented as a com-2813

bined signal. A saturation correction for very large signals is2814

not performed, so that signals in excess of 50 MIP-equivalents2815

should be regarded as lower limits of the full amplitude.2816
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Figure 105: LER Injection. Plot of the hit time after injection (Tin j) versus the
time within one turn (Tturn), for all the crystals in position F3 for run # 14. The
overall injection backgrounds level is higher than in the HER, but the timing
structure is very similar.
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Figure 106: Plot of the time of hit after injection (Tin j) versus the time within
one turn Tturn (left), for the LYSO crystal in position F2. The projection on
Tturn shows clearly two peaks separated by ⇡ 98 ns corresponding to the two
injected bunches.

±50 ns of the injected bunch time over the total number of2763

hits, representing the fraction of hits associated to the injected2764

bunch; the ratio FlowT of the number of hits with Tin j < 200µs2765

over the total number of hits, representing the total number of2766

hits occurring relatively early after injection, including the hits2767

associated with the injected bunch and finally, the ratio Fother of2768

the number of hits outside the two regions previously defined,2769

over the total number of hits, which represents the total num-2770

ber of hits due to interactions that are less directly related to the2771

injection.2772

The results for more runs, crystals and positions are given2773

in Appendix D.4. We show here, as an example, the rate frac-2774

tions recorded in the CsI(Tl) and pure CsI crystals during the2775

injection study of the HER, summed over the three di↵erent �2776

positions in the backward and, separately, in the forward. In2777

Appendix D.4 we present detail tables with the full results.2778

Energy Spectrum. We measure the energy of the radiation in-2779

cident on each crystal by converting the charge of the hits to2780

energy using the calibration described in Sec. 3.5.4.2781

We show in Fig. 111 the energy distribution for the HER and2782

LER injection background obtained using the presently avail-2783

able calibrations, which we know to underestimate the energy2784

by some factors still to be determined with precision. Present2785

estimates are that the factors could be as much as 4-5 for LYSO2786

and pure CsI, and about 30% for Thallium doped crystals.2787

The spectrum of energy deposited in CsI crystals during in-2788

jection is given in Fig. 112 for the LER (reference run #14), and2789

in Fig 113 for the HER (reference run # 10).2790

We also show in Fig. ?? as an example, the energy deposited2791

as a function of time after injection and time within one turn for2792

6.5.2. Injection background in CLAWS2793

The CLAWS system, introduced in Section 3.3, is specifi-2794

cally designed to study the time structure of charged particle2795

injection background. For data taking during the injection back-2796

ground campaign on May 25, 2016 the system was triggered on2797

the injection signal, and recorded 800 µs long continuous wave-2798

forms, corresponding to 80 turns of the accelerator. These stud-2799

ies add further details on the timing properties of the injection2800

background presented in the previous subsection.2801

In general, the FWD CLAWS sensors located on the outside2802

of the ring in the direction of the outgoing LER see a some-2803

what higher signal than the BWD sensors in the inside of the2804

ring on the outgoing HER. Since the timing patterns observed2805

are consistent between the two detector stations, only results2806

of the FWD sensors are presented in the following for brevity.2807

The present analysis is based on a fast o✏ine analysis of the2808

CLAWS waveforms, using signal amplitudes determined in a2809

fixed-length integral rather than a sophisticated iterative signal2810

reconstruction using the subtraction of single photon calibra-2811

tion waveforms. The waveforms of the innermost three FWD2812

sensors (1 – 3) are combined into one, and presented as a com-2813

bined signal. A saturation correction for very large signals is2814

not performed, so that signals in excess of 50 MIP-equivalents2815

should be regarded as lower limits of the full amplitude.2816
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Single	bunch	injection	
CsI	crystals

Double	bunch	injection	
LYSO	crystals

1	
tu
rn

1	bin	=	1	turn

Single	injection	
bunch	passing	IP	
repeatedly
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Time Projection Chambers

He3 tubes

CAD rendering of detectors 
and central beam pipe only 
[not pictured: BGO crystals 
and diamond sensors]

CsI, CsI(Tl) and LYSO crystals

Plastic scintillators

PIN diodes

BEAST	II	-	Phase	1
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Beam Background Group goals for phase 
1 

• Measure BG levels near IP 
– X-rays, charged tracks, neutrons 
– online feedback to SuperKEKB 
– offline for analysis 

• Test and calibration of 
diamond sensor VXD beam 
abort 

• First measurements of 
SuperKEKB injection 
backgrounds 

• First comparison of SuperKEKB 
beam-loss simulation with 
experimental data 
 
 

March 9th, 2016 BEAST II Phase 1 25 

System Detectors 
Installed 

Unique 
Measurement 

PIN Diodes 64/64 
Neutral vs 
charged 

radiation dose 

Diamonds 4/4 
ionizing 

radiation dose 

Micro-TPCs 2/2 
fast neutron 

flux++ 

He-3 tubes 4/4 
thermal 

neutron flux 

Crystals 
6/6 CsI(Tl) 

6/6 CsI 
6/6/ LYSO 

EM energy 
spectrum 

BGO 8/8 luminosity 

“CLAWS” 
Scintillator 

8/8 
Injection 

backgrounds 

Detector	Components
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Simulated	Background	Rates	in	Belle	2

40

DRAFT
23

/5
/2

01
7

4 Belle II Simulation

The background types are listed in Table 22. The rate of events is calculated from the 812

number of events in the sample and the equivalent accelerator running time. 813

Table 22: Beam background types (12th background campaign).

type source rate [MHz]

radiative Bhabha HER 1320

radiative Bhabha LER 1294

radiative Bhabha (wide angle) HER 40

radiative Bhabha (wide angle) LER 85

Touschek scattering HER 31

Touschek scattering LER 83

beam-gas interactions HER 1

beam-gas interactions LER 156

two-photon QED - 206

Background mixing The simulated background samples are used to add background to 814

the simulated events. Adding background to simulated events is done by adding SimHits; 815

digitization is done after that. Possible pile–up of hits is therefore inherently included. The 816

average number of background events of a given type to be added to a single simulated event 817

is determined from the rate R of a particular background sample and the time window �t 818

in which the background is mixed 819

N̄ = sR�t, (1)

where s is an optional scaling factor. The number of background events added to a particular 820

simulated event is then generated according to Poisson distribution with the mean N̄ . To 821

simulate contributions from di↵erent bunches, the background events are shifted in time 822

randomly within the time window. This means that all SimHits of a given background event 823

are shifted by the same time and therefore the correlations between detector components 824

are preserved. The discrete bunch nature is however neglected because of su�ciently small 825

bunch spacing. 826

The size of the time window depends on the detector component. It ranges from 100 ns 827

(TOP) to 26 µs (ECL). To reduce CPU time we chose the time window of [�1.0, 0.8] µs, 828

which fits the most detector components, except PXD and ECL; these two have time windows 829

of [�17.6, 8.5] µs and [�10.0, 10.0] µs, respectively. Additional background samples are used 830

for mixing the background outside the default time window in these two cases. 831

Table 23 shows a comparison of the number of digitized hits (clusters for PXD and SVD) 832

per event from beam–induced background with those from generic BB events. 833

Background Overlay When experimental data become available we will use di↵erent 834

method. Instead of using simulated beam background, the background overlay method will 835

add background measured by random trigger. The background overlay is therefore done by 836

adding the measured background event to the simulated one using digitized hits. Possible 837

pile-up of hits must be taken into account with dedicated methods. These methods can 838
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Table 23: Number of digitized hits per event for beam-induced background (12th background

campaign) and for generic BB events withount background. For PXD and SVD the clus-

ters are counted instead of digits. Numbers in parenthesis are without two–photon QED

background.

component background generic BB

PXD 10000 (580) 23

SVD 284 (134) 108

CDC 654 810

TOP 150 205

ARICH 191 188

ECL 3470 510

BKLM 484 33

EKLM 142 34

model the pile-up only approximately since the measured background includes only the hits839

above the detection threshold.840

A framework for background overlay has been designed to unify the method for all detector841

components. It consists of two basf2 modules and a base class for digitized hits (or clusters842

of hits). The first module, which must run in a single process mode, reads the data from a843

standard basf2 ROOT background file, and the second module, which can run in a multi-844

process mode, performs the overlay. Each class for digitized hits must implement two base845

class methods: the one that returns the unique channel identifier of the hit and the one that846

implements the pile-up method, which is usually detector specific. The first method is used847

to identify channels where background hits are added to the existing simulated hit. If this848

happens, the second method is called. The return value then signals whether the pile-up849

criterion was fulfilled. If not, the background hit is added to the collection of simulated hits.850

4.5. Detector Simulation851

The simulation package of basf2 is based on the Geant4 software [36, 37], with the version852

number 10.1.2.3 There are two methods to supply the primary event to Geant4: One can853

use the particle gun class, which is part of the Geant4 package, or one can employ a specific854

generator software. For the latter case, the particles created by the generator package are855

sent to Geant4 for simulation via the interface implemented in the basf2 simulation package.856

Most of the decay processes of particles are described by the generator software. Short lived857

particles such as K0
S are usually decayed by Geant4. Exchange bosons and initial particles858

such as e� and e+ is not passed to Geant4. During the simulation, Geant4 transports each859

primary particle step–by–step inside the detector and creates secondary particles. Digitiza-860

tion of hit information in the sensitive volume of the detectors is handled by separate basf2861

modules, rather than using software objects incorporated into Geant4 [4]. The result from862

3 Geant4 version 10.1.2 was included in basf2 release 00–06–00 on December 2015. Before, version
9.6.2 was used.
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Total	rates	from	simulation

Total	number	of	hits	per	event	in	
each	sub-detector

*

*	in	parentheses	numbers	without	2-γ	QED

Backgrounds	
are	~	x20	Belle
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Performance Snapshot: Reconstructed Particles

19

Tracking IP resolution, Rel7 Tracking efficiency vs Pt, Rel7 Photon energy resolution, Rel7

K/π separation ROC, Rel7 Muon ID efficiency, Rel7 KL ID ROC, Rel7
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Figure 1.3: Transverse (blue) and longitudinal
(black) impact parameters error as a function of
the track transverse momentum.

place after the reconstruction of charged particles247

and is intended to avoid extrapolation through ma-248

terial on the analysis level, where the actual V 0
249

selection takes place. This is in accordance with250

the design goal of removing dependence of analysis251

level information on knowledge about the detector252

material.253

The goal of V 0 reconstruction is to keep all rea-254

sonably accurate V 0 vertices outside the beam pipe255

as well as those inside the beam pipe whose recon-256

structed mass is reasonably close to the K
S

mass.257

Unlikely track combinations may be suppressed by258

restricting the �2 from the vertex fit or the radius259

of the V 0 vertex. For vertices inside the beam260

pipe, the reconstructed invariant mass, which will261

depend on the particle hypothesis made for the262

tracks and thus the hypothesis for the identity of263

the V 0, can also be restricted.264

The V 0 reconstruction algorithm pairs all op-265

positely charged tracks and extrapolates each to266

the innermost hit of either track. If the extrapo-267

lation fails, the combination is rejected. Studies268

show that this restriction has no e↵ect on e�ciency.269

Each accepted combination is processed by the ver-270

texing package RAVE [1]. If the vertex fit fails, the271

combination is rejected. Each surviving combina- 272

tion is then subjected to default cuts on the radius 273

(less than 1 cm inside the beam pipe and greater 274

than 1 cm outside the beam pipe), the vertex fit 275

�2 (less than 50), and, for vertices inside the beam 276

pipe, the mass window (within 30 MeV/c2 of the 277

nominal K
S

mass). 278

Combined performance 279

Since only the pion mass hypothesis is supported 280

in the charged particle reconstruction, only the K0
S 281

! ⇡+ ⇡� is reconstructed in the V 0 object list. 282

The reconstruction e�ciency ofK0
S as V 0 objects 283

is not satisfactory at the moment. It was shown 284

that reconstructing the K0
S with the analysis tools, 285

i.e. combining two opposite charged tracks after 286

the overall event reconstruction, recover in large 287

fraction the e�ciency loss that we observe in the 288

left plot of Figure 1.4. Therefore, the non-optimal 289

current performance of the module will not have a 290

direct negative impact on the analysis studies. 291

1.2.3 Alignment 292

To reach the design performance of the detector, 293

various calibration constants must be determined. 294

For the VXD, many of these constants describe the 295

position and orientation of the silicon sensors. This 296

calibration is commonly referred to as alignment. 297

To determine the alignment constants, the so called 298

global approach with the Millepede II tool [2, 3] 299

has been chosen for use at Belle II. The alignment 300

is computed through minimization of track-to-hit 301

residuals by means of a linear least squares method. 302

Because Millepede fits all track and alignment pa- 303

rameters simultaneously, all correlations are kept 304

in the solution. Therefore it is desirable to deter- 305

mine as many constants simultaneously as possible. 306

For this reason, the CDC is also integrated into the 307

procedure and its alignment and particular calibra- 308

tion constants can be determined together with the 309

VXD alignment. Investigation of the possibility to 310

integrate other sub-detectors into the procedure, 311

for example the alignment of the muon system, is 312

ongoing. 313
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Figure 1.5: Peak energy resolution in the ECL barrel as function of true photon energy for di↵erent
background levels for MC5 and release-00-08-00.

independent measurements and calibrations. At611

the time this document is written, the dE/dx recon-612

struction algorithms in both subsystems construct613

likelihood values using information from individual614

hits. A likelihood value is determined for each615

particle hypotheses, including pion, kaon, proton,616

muon, electron, and deuteron, using a lookup table617

constructed from large MC samples. To reduce the618

e↵ect of outliers, the lowest 5% and highest 25%619

dE/dx measurements of each track are not used in620

the likelihood determination. It is also possible to621

calculate the likelihood using the truncated mean622

of dE/dx via a basf2 module option.623

Future versions of the software will use a param-624

eterization of the truncated mean and resolution625

to determine PID variables. A PID variable is626

determined by comparing the measured dE/dx627

truncated mean to a predicted value and resolu-628

tion. The predicted values are calculated from a629

parameterization of dE/dx as a function of ��.630

The predicted resolutions depend on the dE/dx631

measurement, the number of hits on the track, and632

the polar angle of the track. After determining the 633

parameterization for the predicted means and res- 634

olutions, a PID variable � is determined according 635

to 636

�
h

=
Imeas � Ipred,h

�pred,h
(1.5)

where h is the particle type, I is the dE/dx trun- 637

cated mean, and � is the resolution for the given 638

particle type. As the distributions of this � variable 639

are approximately Gaussian, it may be converted 640

to a likelihood and combined with the output of 641

other PID systems. The performance of such an al- 642

gorithm is generally similar to the current method, 643

but will enable a better charaterization of the res- 644

olution. 645

Performance 646

Defining the signal e�ciency as the fraction of 647

events relative to the generated quantity that have 648

a likelihood of being identified as the true parti- 649

cle type greater than that of being identified as 650
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Figure 1.17: Fake rates versus e�ciencies for K/⇡ (left) and ⇡/K (right) separation in release-00-05-03.
The colored lines show the ROC curves for di↵erent momentum regions. The markers represent di↵erent
cuts on the likelihood ratio.
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Figure 1.14: Muon e�ciency (solid) and pion fake rate scaled by 10 (dashed) for three values of the
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Computing Model
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Grid MC production
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Mar 2012

MC1
Mar 2013

MC2
Aug 2013

MC3
May 2014

MC4
Nov 2014

Test  prod.
since  Mar.  2015

MC5
on-going

more  than  5-month  continuous  production

Aug. 7 :  Pre-official  production  has  begun.
Aug. 17 :  Collaboration-wide  official  prod.  started
Dec.  18 : Scheduled  production  was  finished
 but  extra  campaign  continues  even  today.

(~10  months  operation  including  test  production)

(generator-skim,  Y3S,  beast2  MC,  etc.)

Belle II  library : release-00-05-03

Expert shift : H.Miyake (KEK), I.Ueda (ICEPP/KEK), K.Hayasaka (Nagoya), 
Y.Kato (Nagoya),  V.Bansal (PNNL), S.Pardi (Napoli), J.Strube (PNNL),  T.Bloomfield (Melbourne), 
M.Schram (PNNL), J.Bennet (CMU),  M. Villanueva (CINVESTAV), T.Hara (KEK)

17  countries / region
Australia 10 15 (+2) 150%

Austria 6 6 100%

Canada 14 14 (+1) 100%

China 12 19 (+5) 158%

Czech R. 4 8 200%

Germany 51 47 92%

India 15 13 (+2) 87%

Italy 32 14 44%

Japan 85 65 (+3) 76%

Korea 24 20 (+3) 83%

Malaysia 4 0 100%

Mexico 6 8 133%

Poland 6 8 150%

Russia 24 31 129%

Saudi Arabia 3 0 0%

Slovenia 10 22 220%

Spain 2 0 0%

Taiwan 16 23 144%

Thailand 1 0 0%

Turkey 1 1 100%

Ukraine 1 0 0%

U.S.A. 43 50 (+5) 116%

Viet Nam 1 0 0%

Total 371 365 (+21) 98%

Country
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as  of  August  4,  2015
external  library : v00-05-09

MC5  campaign  overview
5

mode Ratio ...

without

N(events) MC production status

4S quark
B+/B- @ Y(4S) 80.:20. 2.83E+09 merge step1

B0/anti-B0 @ Y(4S) 80.:20. 2.67E+09 merge step1

u/anti-u @ Y(4S) 80.:20. 8.03E+09 merge step1

d/anti-d @ Y(4S) 80.:20. 2.01E+09 merge step1

s/anti-s @ Y(4S) 80.:20. 1.92E+09 merge step1

c/anti-c @ Y(4S) 80.:20. 6.65E+09 merge step1

Rare MC:
working on B+ → Xu l ν, l v 20.:80. 7.07E+07 released on KEKCC local disk

B0 → Xu l ν, l v 20.:80. 6.68E+07 released on KEKCC local disk

B+→Xs h, Xd h 80.:20. 3.53E+08 merging step1

B0→Xs h, Xd h 80.:20. 3.34E+08 merging step1

Btag skim
B+/B- @ Y(4S), Generator skim 80.:20. 1.41E+09 in production

B0/anti-B0 @ Y(4S), Generator skim 80.:20. 1.34E+09 in production

3S
Y(3S) inclusive 100.:00. 6.00E+08 being checked on KEKCC local storage

5S
Bs(*) anti Bs(*) @ Y(5S) 0.00E+00 not scheduled

B+/B- @ Y(5S) 0.00E+00 not scheduled

B0/anti-B0 @ Y(5S) 0.00E+00 not scheduled

"6S"
q/anti-q @ 11 GeV w. Phase 2 conditions100.:0. 0.00E+00 to be produced locally at PNNL

Low Multi
ττ(γ) 20.:80. 4.60E+09 event production was done, wait for next step

µµ(γ) 80.:20. 8.60E+08 event production was done, wait for next step

µµ(γ) 0.:100. 2.87E+07 under check

µµ(γ) 100.:0. 2.87E+07 released on KEKCC local disk

ee(γ) (15-165 degrees CM) 80.:20. 9.38E+07 released on KEKCC local disk

ee(γ) (15-165 degrees CM) 0.:100. 6.25E+07 released on KEKCC local disk

ee(γ) (15-165 degrees CM) 100.:0. 6.25E+07 released on KEKCC local disk

γγ(γ) (15-165 degrees CM) 80.:20. 3.89E+07 released on KEKCC local disk

γγ(γ) (15-165 degrees CM) 0.:100. 1.95E+07 released on KEKCC local disk

γγ(γ) (15-165 degrees CM) 100.:0. 1.95E+07 released on KEKCC local disk

eeee (W’> 0.5 GeV) 80.:20. 0.00E+00 not scheduled

eemm (W’> 0.5 GeV) 80.:20. 0.00E+00 not scheduled

Totals
TOTAL 3.41E+10
4S hadronic 2.41E+10

Subtotals Rare 4S 8.25E+08

Btag skim 2.75E+09

3S 6.00E+08

5S 0.00E+00

Tau pairs 4.60E+09

Low Multiplicity 1.21E+09

BB  generic + continuum
 w/o  BG :  4/ab
 w/  BG : 1/ab
 (in  total : 5/ab)

but  in  reality,  we  produced
 w/ BG : 5/ab  more

}
Released  MC (Generic)

BB  generic + continuum : released
 w/o  BG :  0.8/ab
 w/  BG : 0.2/ab
 (in  total : 1/ab)
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Phase II Unique data sets

• Only ~20-40 fb-1 in Phase II
• Unique ECM , e.g. Y(6S) for 

bottomonium - strong 
interaction studies

• New trigger menu to 
greatly enhance low 
multiplicity & dark sector 
physics
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TABLE 2: From BABAR [28], ratios of branching fractions for
the  (4040),  (4160) and  (4415) resonances. The first error
is statistical, the second systematic. Theoretical expectations
are from models denoted 3P0 [31], C3 [32], and ⇢K⇢ [33]

State Ratio Measured 3P0 C3 ⇢K⇢

 (4040) DD̄/DD̄⇤ 0.24±0.05±0.12 0.003 0.14
D⇤D̄⇤/DD̄⇤ 0.18±0.14±0.03 1.0 0.29

 (4160) DD̄/D⇤D̄⇤ 0.02±0.03±0.02 0.46 0.08
DD̄⇤/D⇤D̄⇤ 0.34±0.14±0.05 0.011 0.16

 (4415) DD̄/D⇤D̄⇤ 0.14±0.12±0.03 0.025
DD̄⇤/D⇤D̄⇤ 0.17±0.25±0.03 0.14

from BABAR and Belle as they are not radiatively cor-
rected, but generally seem to reflect consistency. The
updated potential model predictions of Eichten [16, 34]
shown in Fig. 5 fail to describe many features of the data.
The CLEO total cross section determinations, shown in
Fig. 5(d), reveal that, within the measurement accuracy
of 5-10%, two- and three-body modes with open charm
saturate the yield of all multihadronic events above the
extrapolated uds contribution.

2.1.2. Vectors decaying to open bottom

The current generation of B-factories have scanned the
energy range above open bottom threshold. BABAR [36]
performed a comprehensive low-luminosity (25 pb�1 per
point), high-granularity (⇡ 5 MeV steps) scan between
10.54 and 11.2 GeV, followed by an eight-point scan,
0.6 fb�1 total, in the proximity of the ⌥(6S) peak.
Belle [37] acquired ⇡ 30 pb�1 for just nine points over
10.80-11.02 GeV, as well as 8.1 fb�1 spread over seven
additional points more focused on the ⌥(5S) peak. The
BABAR scan is shown in Fig. 6. Both scans suggest in-
stead that the simple Breit-Wigner parametrization, pre-
viously used to model the peaks observed in the CLEO
[38] and CUSB [39] scans, is not adequate for the de-
scription of the complex dynamics in the proximity of

the B(⇤)B̄(⇤) and B(⇤)
s B̄s

(⇤)
thresholds. Data points on

Rb = �(bb̄)/�(µµ) are better modeled assuming a flat bb̄
continuum contribution which interferes constructively
with the 5S and 6S Breit-Wigner resonances, and a sec-
ond flat contribution which adds incoherently. Such fits
strongly alter the PDG results on the 5S and 6S peaks,
as shown in Table 3. Strong qualitative agreement is ob-
served between the experimental behavior of the Rb ratio
and the theory predictions based on the coupled-channel
approach [40].

Additional insight can be provided by the exclusive
decomposition of the two-body (i.e., BB̄,BB̄⇤, B⇤B̄⇤)
and many-body decay modes. Results from e+e� colli-
sions have been given by Belle [41] using a data sample of
23.6 fb�1 acquired at the ⌥(5S). Charged B-mesons were

FIG. 6: From BABAR [36], measured values of the hadronic
cross section attributable to b-flavored states, normalized to
the point muon pair cross section, from a scan of the center-of-
mass energy region just below the ⌥(4S) to above the ⌥(6S).
Dashed vertical lines indicate the various BB̄ mass thresholds.
Adapted from [36] with kind permission, copyright (2009) The
American Physical Society

reconstructed in two decay channels, K±J/ and D0⇡±

(with J/ ! l+l� and D0 ! K⇡,K⇡⇡⇡). Neutral B
mesons were reconstructed in K⇤0J/ and D±⇡⌥, with
D± ! K±⇡±⇡⌥. The B⇤ mesons were reconstructed via
their radiative transition. Belle observes a large fraction
(about 16.4% of the total bb̄ pairs) from 3- and 4-body
decay modes, i.e., B(⇤)B̄(⇤)⇡, B(⇤)B̄(⇤)⇡⇡. A significant
fraction of these events can actually be expected from
ISR production of ⌥(4S). Theory predictions on multi-
body decays at ⌥(5S) range from 0.03% [42] to 0.3% [43].

2.2. Newly found conventional quarkonia

Table 4 lists properties of new conventional heavy
quarkonium states. The hc is the 1P1 state of charmo-
nium, singlet partner of the long-known �cJ triplet 3PJ .
The ⌘c(2S) is the first excited state of the pseudoscalar

TABLE 3: New BABAR and Belle results on masses and
widths of the ⌥(5S) and ⌥(6S) resonances, compared to PDG
averages. The angle � parametrizes the phase of interfering
continuum

⌥ m (MeV) � (MeV) � (rad) Ref.

5S 10876± 2 43± 4 2.11± 0.12 BABAR [36]

10879± 3 46+9
�7 2.33+0.26

�0.24 Belle [37]

10865± 8 110± 13 - PDG08 [18]

6S 10996± 2 37± 3 0.12± 0.07 BABAR [36]

11019± 8 79± 16 - PDG08 [18]

Table 1.14: Existing ⌥ -related datasets.

Experiment Scans ⌥ (6S) ⌥ (5S) ⌥ (4S) ⌥ (3S) ⌥ (2S) ⌥ (1S)
O↵. Res. fb�1 fb�1 106 fb�1 106 fb�1 106 fb�1 106 fb�1 106

CLEO 17.1 - 0.1 0.4 16 17.1 1.2 5 1.2 10 1.2 21
BaBar 54 Rb scan 433 471 30 122 14 99 –
Belle 100 ⇠ 5.5 36 121 711 772 3 12 25 158 6 102

beam background conditions. Due to the lack of 3327

vertexing, track reconstruction in Phase 2 will be 3328

entirely dependent on tracks with su�cient momen- 3329

tum to reach the drift chamber. Studies indicate 3330

expected e�ciency losses below pt of ⇠ 1 GeV be-3331

coming most pronounced below ⇠ 150 MeV, with3332

almost no sensitivity to tracks with pT < 75 MeV.3333

No appreciable di↵erence in photon e�ciency is3334

expected during Phase 2, as the full calorimeter3335

will be present and the inner material budget will3336

be similar to nominal conditions.3337

The first full physics run of Belle II is expected3338

to be with nominal operating conditions. During3339

this “Phase 3”, data will be collected at ⌥ (4S),3340

with options for exploring other energy values once3341

a suitable BB sample has been collected for val-3342

idation, commissioning, and other early physics3343

studies.3344

1.8 Estimates of rates for pro-3345

duction of new states3346

Charmonium3347

There are a number of missing charmonium states3348

that could be seen by Belle II. For the energies3349

relevant to Belle II charmonium states can be pro-3350

duced via B meson decay to final states containing3351

cc̄ mesons, in two-photon production, in double3352

charmonium production such as e+e� ! J/ + X3353

and production of 1�� states via initial-state radi-3354

ation.3355

We use the predictions of the Cornell model3356

[249, 300, 301, 107, 106] and those of the relativized3357

quark model [299, 298, 212] for illustrative pur-3358

poses. Both models include a one-gluon-exchange3359

plus linear confining potential supplemented with3360

spin-dependent relativistic corrections. We refer3361

the interested reader to the original literature for3362

details. The mass predictions for these models are 3363

shown in Fig. ?? along with the observed cc̄ states. 3364

Electromagnetic transitions and strong decays can 3365

be calculated in the context of constituent quark 3366

models [298]. These predictions give a picture of 3367

excited charmonium properties that can be used 3368

to suggest ways of observing missing states and 3369

also to identify newly observed states in the char- 3370

monium taxonomy. In the following we focus on 3371

new cc̄ states that can be seen by Belle II. Unless 3372

stated otherwise we discuss states that have not 3373

yet been observed. 3374

The  2(13D2) and ⌘2(11D2) states lie below 3375

D⇤D̄ threshold and are forbidden to decay into 3376

DD̄ because of unnatural parity so are expected to 3377

be narrow [298, 301]. It is expected that B-mesons 3378

will decay to the 1D charmonium states with size- 3379

able BR’s ⇠ 0.23% to the 11D2 and ⇠ 0.46% to the 3380

13D2 [302]. We expect sizeable radiative decay par- 3381

tial widths for these states: B(⌘c2 ! hc�) ' 46%, 3382

B( c2 ! �c1�) ' 43% and B( c2 ! �c2�) ' 11%. 3383

Significant number of events are predicted in the 3384

cascades B ! K⌘c2 ! K�hc ! K��⌘c and 3385

B ! X 2 ! X��c1,2 ! X��J/ [301]. The 3386

observation of these states will the model for the 3387

spin-dependent interactions and will provide useful 3388

input on the importance of virtual decay channels. 3389

The  3(13D3) may also be observed in radiative 3390

transition decay chains or in B ! K(⇤)DD̄. Al- 3391

though the predicted BR for B ! K 3 ' 0.65% 3392

[302] is larger than to the other 1D states the  3 is 3393

expected to be broader leading to smaller BR’s for 3394

51
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Triggering dark sector physics

• 2 stage trigger: Hardware 
(L1) then Software.
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Level 1 Trigger System for the Belle II Experiment
Yoshihito Iwasaki, ByungGu Cheon, Eunil Won, Xin Gao, Luca Macchiarulo, Kurtis Nishimura, and Gary Varner

Abstract—The super-KEKB factory, currently under
construction at the KEK High Energy Accelerator Research Or-
ganization in Japan, has a goal of producing 50 ab of integrated
luminosity, thus allowing the Belle II experiment to study rare
decays of mesons, mesons, and leptons. Such large statistics
on these decays provide an experimental probe of physics beyond
the Standard Model. An online trigger system is indispensable
to Belle II to reduce the number of beam background events
associated with high electron and positron beam currents, as
well as to enhance physics-oriented events. For this purpose, we
have designed the Belle II online trigger system with two kinds
of primary Level 1 trigger components: a track trigger and an
energy trigger. The track trigger is composed of 2-dimensional
and 3-dimensional tracking algorithms, and the energy trigger
implements algorithms based on total energy, isolated clusters,
and identification of Bhabha events. In addition, precise event
trigger timing and muon tagging information are provided by the
time-of-propagation detector and iron flux return muon detector,
respectively.

Index Terms—Belle II experiment, Level I hardware trigger,
super-KEKB factory.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE B factory experiments, Belle [1] at the KEKB collider
at the High Energy Accelerator Research Organization

(KEK) in Japan and BaBar [2] at the PEP II collider at the
SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory in the United States,
were performed primarily to measure large mixing-induced
charge-parity (CP) violations in meson decays. Most of the
results are in good agreement with the Standard Model (SM)
predictions of the Cabibbo–Kobayashi–Maskawa (CKM) struc-
ture of quark flavor mixing and CP violation [3]. However, the
experiments indicated several hints of discrepancies between
the SM predictions and the experimental measurements [4],
[5]. Accordingly, a much larger data sample is required to
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TABLE I
TOTAL CROSS SECTION AND TRIGGER RATES FOR cm s

FROM VARIOUS PHYSICS PROCESSES AT THE (4S)

investigate further whether these are truly indicative of New
Physics effects. Therefore, an upgrade to the Belle experi-
ment, designated Belle II, at the super-KEKB collider [6] was
approved with an instantaneous luminosity goal of
cm s . This rate is 40 times higher than the peak value of

cm s of the KEKB collider, with an eventual
goal of integrating 50 ab of luminosity by 2020. Essential
features of the Belle II upgrade [7] permit access to several cru-
cial measurements, reviews of which can be found elsewhere
[8], [19] and which are complementary to searches for New
Physics at the large hadron collider (LHC) experiments [9].

The total cross sections and trigger rates of several
physical processes of interest at the target luminosity of

cm s are listed in Table I. Samples of Bhabha
and events will be used to measure the luminosity and to
calibrate detector response. Since at this luminosity the Bhabha
and cross sections—and thus trigger rates—are large, a
prescale factor of 100 or more is applied to these triggers.

II. BELLE II EXPERIMENT

Because of expected increases in beam-gas-induced back-
grounds, the Belle II detector must tolerate higher occupancy
and radiation damage than the original Belle detector. In addi-
tion, the increased event rate puts a high demand on triggering,
data acquisition and computing. To cope with the conditions at
the super-KEKB, most of the components of the Belle detector
will be replaced with new ones, as shown in Fig. 1.

The innermost part of the tracking system consists of
two layers of silicon pixel sensors (PXD), based on depleted
p-channel field effect transistor (DEPFET) technology, and four
layers of double-sided silicon strip sensors (DSSD) to measure
the decay vertex position of mesons and other particles.
Precise determination of trajectories, momenta and dE/dx of
charged tracks is provided by a central drift chamber (CDC).
Improvements in the momentum resolution compared to the
Belle CDC are achieved by using a larger outer radius and a

0018-9499/$26.00 © 2011 IEEE

Hardware 
Trigger 
accept

Physics 
output 

rate

Raw 
event 
size

Belle 500 Hz 90 Hz

Belle II 30 kHz 3-10kHz ~200 kB

ATLAS 100 kHz 1 kHz 1.6MB


